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Production Team
Producer   Ian Feltham
Directors   Scott Roodvoets, Nathan Mahaffy, 
    Alexandra Bell, Lise Lindenberg
Stage Manager  Judy Bridle
Assistant Stage Managers Nancy Garrod, Kirsten Geisler, Cindy Lucas
Set Design, Décor & Props Directors, Cast and Crew
Set Construction  Sean Scally
Lighting Design    Greg Pinchin, Art MacKay, Alexandra Bell 
    and Nathan Mahaffy
Lighting Operators  Ken MacPherson, Alexandra Bell
Costumes & Make up  Cast and Crew
Sound Design   Richard Lummiss
Sound Operators  Richard Lummiss, Ken MacPherson
Program Design and Promo Bill Dahl
Program Photographs       Greg Pinchin
House Manager  Jim Love
Hosts    Friends of the Guild
Photographs        Greg Pinchin, Phil Bowerman

A Special Thank You 
The Intelligencer, The City of Belleville, Shield Media,  Quinte Broad-
casting Starboard Communications, Community Press, Funk and Gru-
ven  A-Z, Tipper Financial Services, Richard Bly, Peter Bates, 
Cynthia Solomon, Sandi Marrow, Kathryn Fellows, the Belleville Art 
Association. Linda Serres, Heather Barker, Cindy Lucas, Sean Scally, 
and Friends and Families of the Cast and Production Team.

2015 - 2016 
Coming Up Next!

September 20 & 21 - 
Auditions for It’s A Wonderful Life
Sunday at 2pm and Monday at 7pm
Come out to audition for our Radio-On-Stage 
version of this timeless classic.  We’re looking for 
8 males and 4 females, all adult ages.
September 25 & 26 - Culture Days at BTG
Open House, Artists of BTG Art Show & Sale (in 
courtyard) & Backstage Tours of the Playhouse.
October 8 thru 25 
Tim Firth’s “Calendar Girls” - directed by Liz Marshall
Enjoy our Season Opener about a group of 
English ladies who are willing to show it all for 
charity. Light-hearted fun!
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Welcome to the Annual One Act Plays at the Pinnacle Playhouse. Building 
on the success of our shows from last year The Belleville Theatre Guild has 
incorporated these original productions into the start of the regular sea-
son. The four one act plays on stage this evening have all been written by 
members of our community. The directors, actors and crew all come from 
our community. This embodies the true spirit of why we do community 
theatre. It gives us an opportunity to tell our stories our way. It speaks well 
about the future of the Belleville Theatre Guild that we had so many ex-
cellent original submissions for our Evening of One Acts and we were able 
to cast four plays with nineteen actors ! I hope you enjoy the performance 
this evening and that it inspires you to join in the story telling through 
Community Theatre with the Belleville Theatre Guild.

Ian Feltham - Producer, 
The Second Annual Evening of One Act Plays

2015 - 2016 
BTG Board of Directors

Man in Chair   Jason Bremner
Small Man   Jamison Picard
Large Man   Eric Lucas
Woman   Heidi Moncrieff
MIB    Nathan Garrett

Director’s Note: 
Lise Lindenberg

A Shocking Surprise follows a twisted nightmarish 
plot peppered with quirky characters that make us 
laugh, provoke us and even shock us. Wayne Clark has 
planted his main character, Man in Chair, at the centre 
of this wild ride. Like the audience, he has to live from 
moment to moment and isn’t placing any bets on the 
outcome.
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Cynthia     Daria Coates
Josh      Erik Johnson
ML      Michael Code
Scuttle     Enno Busse

Director’s Note: 
Nathan Mahaffy

Be prepared to be perplexed in this semi-fictional One Act, written by Maurice 
Leslie, who first appeared on the BTG stage in last year’s Evening of One Acts. I 
have worked with Mo several times now, and his talent and mind on stage flow 
effortlessly into his writing. Enter, if you will, a dramatization of unconventional 
events. It’s a slice-of-life comedy that maybe bites off more than it can chew. It 
speaks of hope for the lonely, strength in service of a higher purpose, and a hidden 
communtiy that is finally prepared to step into the limelight.  New Battlegrounds of 
the Credibility Wilderness comes from a longer play with a shorter name. Thanks to 
my cast for making this a reality and especially to the audience. Thank you for your 
support.

Next to my son Tristan and my partner Lisa Morris, there is nothing in the world 
I value more than community. I wish to thank the Belleville Theatre Guild for 
showing me that Community Theatre truly is community theatre; the people 
involved in tonight’s production are my friends and neighbours. That is so freak-
ing cool. The inspiration to write a play for this evening came while watching my 
friends Scott Roodvoets and Marvin Tucker together on this very stage. Having 
them along to share this experience with me has made it extra freaking cool.

Belleville was never where I expected to be. It therefore seems
fitting that this city has become my testing facility for new artistic
methods. ‘New Battlegrounds’ is among the first of my experiments, 
and its release to the public heralds a personal golden age. With luck 
the Theatre Guild will continue to have faith in my material.

Lil was “birthed” during a brief, but fortunate association with a local play-
wrights group. I thank “mid-wives” Carl Cashin, Richard Turtle, and the late 
Catherine Carter for support and inspiration. 
(And, just in case you’re wondering, I am not Lil.)

Maurice Leslie
The New Battlegrounds 
of the Credibility Wilderness

Judie Preece
Lil

Peter Paylor 
The Rosewood Art Society, 
Established 1903

Wayne Clark
Shocking Surprise

A few years ago I found myself forced to work in Toronto. To take my mind off the 
city as I walked around, I would make up stories, thinking one day maybe I’d 
write a book. Shocking Surprise is based on one of these story ideas that I start-
ed as I passed the US Consulate. Last year I joined the Belleville Theatre Guild, 
and encouraged by other Guild members, I dusted off my old idea and turned 
it into a script. I hope you enjoy watching it as much as I enjoyed writing it.

Submitted Photo



 

Charlotte   Myra Thomson
Helen    Sylvia Wan 
Andrew   Marvin Tucker
Alice    Kathryn Dalmer
Jane    Pat Culhane 
Walter   Jamie Hosking 
Setting: The town of Rosewood, present day

Director’s Note: 
Scott Roodvoets

Comedy is often at it’s best when it shows us the humour in our everyday lives.  
Peter Paylor has captured it brilliantly in this little gem of a play.  Anyone who has 
ever been on a committee will recognize the characters and situations in the Rose-
wood Art Society – you might even recognize yourself.  I’m truly grateful to have 
had such a wonderful script to work with.  
I’m also grateful to my wonderful cast. From veterans to newcomers, they’ve all 
created strong characters and brought nuances to their performances that make 
this play richer than what I’d envisioned.  
Thank you all…it’s been a delightful experience.

Director’s Note: 
Alexandra Bell

Lil    Rosella Donaldson
Father   Warren Christiani
Bette    Jana Busse
Kit   Alyssa Ross
 

The first time I read Lil, I knew it was something that I could throw myself into as a 
director. Centred around our title character, Lil is a story of love, loss and a family 
torn apart by the stones they carry – hurt, anger and regret. It is a timeless tale, 
one which needs no specific date or place to speak volumes on stage today. We 
are happy to share this wonderful story that focuses on a theme we all know too 
well – forgiveness. I would like to thank Cindy Lucas, my ASM. I am quickly reach-
ing a point where I cannot imagine doing a show without you. Your quiet patience, 
attention to detail and infectious laugh are such invaluable aspects to our team. 
Thank you, audience, for coming out to watch my directorial debut, and I hope you 
all enjoy this piece of theatre as much as I have enjoyed creating it for you.


